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EDITORIAL
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Editorial
Dear GGI Members,
Doesn’t time fly? It is a good two
months since INSIDER last arrived in
your inbox. So, time for an update and
for the new issue of INSIDER, which
aims to inspire, amuse and keep readers informed of all the latest developments. You can expect a little of everything from this issue.
The GGI North American and World
Conferences are now almost upon us.
They will take place from 25-30 October
in Toronto, Canada, and preparations
are now in full swing. This year, once
again, there is plenty to look forward
to: the keynote speaker at the North
American conference will be Senior
Vice President & Chief Economist of
TD Bank Financial Group, Mr. Craig Alexander. He will speak about economic trends and prospects. At the World
Conference Erin Brockovich will give a
talk on “Realization, Assessment and

Motivation (RAM)”.
We hope to arouse your interest in
the upcoming GGI EasyMeet in Bucharest, which will be held from 18-20 November for associates and young professionals of GGI member firms.
Host firm KC Chia will give a brief
outlook on the Asian Regional Conference, which will be held in Kuala Lumpur in December.
For the benefit of those who were
unable to attend, a review of this year’s
Latin American conference in Bogota
gives details of what took place from 2124 July at the Bogota Plaza Summit Hotel. We can tell you this much already:
the tenth Latin American conference
was very well attended and it was an
outstanding success!
Another interesting review in this edition is of the German Speaking Chapter
in Leiden.

GGI is continuously growing. As a
result of this growth, GGI’s head office
has moved to new premises at the end
of September 2011.
Be informed through an interesting
read, Seres Baum of GGI member firm
Grupo Work Independent Auditors,
has written a book on Doing Business
in Brazil. GGI will publish it in English
in October.
Japanese GGI member Tetsuya
Umehara from Plum Field Advisory Inc.
writes from his own experience about
the reconstruction and recovery efforts
in Japan after it was hit by the earthquake earlier this year.
Dr. Carlos Bernal discusses a court
judgement on Moral Damage. Other
topics in this issue include Fiscal Aspects regarding Trading Companies in
Romania or Franchise Models as a tool
for expansion into Australian markets.
There is all this and much more to
discover in this issue. We wish you a
pleasant read, much success, productive
networking and, for all those who have
already signed up, a safe and smooth
journey to Toronto for the North American and World Conferences.
See you soon!
Your GGI team
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➜ 25-27 October 2011
GGI North American Conference
Toronto – Canada
➜ 27-30 October 2011
GGI World Conference
Toronto – Canada
➜ 18-20 November 2011
GGI EasyMeet
Bucharest – Romania
➜ 16-18 December 2011
GGI Asian Regional Conference
Kuala Lumpur – Malaysia
➜ 04 February 2012
GGI Practice Group
Chairperson Meeting
Zurich – Switzerland
➜ 10 February 2012
GGI Practice Group Meeting
Enhanced Business Opportunities
Marbella – Spain
➜ 10-12 February 2012
GGI Practice Group Meeting
International Taxation
Marbella – Spain
➜ 18 February 2012
GGI ExCom Meeting
Zurich – Switzerland
➜ 16-18 March 2012
GGI EasyMeet
Athens – Greece
Please refer to our website for
actualised information and additional events: www.ggi.com, entry
“Events”
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Toronto-Marina

Toronto, Canada, 25-30 October 2011

GGI North American
and World Conferences
From 25 until 27 October 2011 the
GGI North American Conference will
take place in Toronto, Canada. Craig Alexander, Senior Vice President & Chief
Economist for TD Bank Financial Group,
has agreed to deliver the key note speech
at the North American Conference. He

holds a Master’s degree in economics
from the University of Toronto and has
thirteen years experience in conducting
economic analysis in the financial industry. Prior to joining the private sector, Craig spent four years as an economist at Statistics Canada. ...next page
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Financial district, Toronto, Canada
CONTENT

In his current role he
travels across the United
States and Canada speaking
to various business groups
about economic trends and
prospects. In addition to
his role at TD Bank, Craig is
also the current President
of the Canadian Association for Business Economics.
Participants at the conference can enjoy not only
the key note speech, but
also an interesting mixture
of lectures, plus the chance
to discover the range of opportunities for setting up
collaborative projects, exchange of ideas, visions and
knowledge that GGI membership offers.
Erin Brockovich, who has
already featured in previous
issues of INSIDER, will deliver the key note speech on
“Realization, Assessment
and Motivation (RAM)” at
the GGI World Conference,
which will be held immediately after the North American Conference.
In addition to the key
note speech and the fascinating lecture by Jennifer
Wilson on “Trust: developing it, maintaining it and repairing it”, Céline Fillistorf,
GET PDF

CEO of DealMarket, will present an online
matchmaking platform for deals and advisors. GGI offers its member firms use of
the DealMarket platform from the end of
October, which will help to make the complex world of private equity investments
simpler, more efficient and more cost effective. GGI members will find a suite of
industry-leading deal-flow management
tools; they will be able to bring order to
and standardise the way investors source,
store, manage and share deal-flow.
GGI Practice Groups exchange ideas
and experiences on specialist topics and
move their projects forward.
On Saturday morning you can expect
an attractive mix of different workshops
and a variety of interesting fringe events
that will round off the conferences.
It is not too late for GGI members
who have not yet done so to register
for the GGI North American and World
Conferences. Please use the online reg-

Craig Alexander
istration tool at www.ggi.com (internal
section/events).

Niagara Falls, Horseshoe Waterfall
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18-20 November 2011

GGI EasyMeet in
Bucharest, Romania
By Alina Lefter, Dragomir & Associates
and Ionut C. Zeche, Mirus Advisers SRL
GGI member firms Mirus Advisers
SRL and Dragomir & Associates would
like to invite all junior professionals and
associates of GGI member firms to join
them for a stimulating EasyMeet week-

Pullman Hotel, Bucharest, Romania
CONTENT

end. This year’s autumn EasyMeet offers
interesting tax & legal workshops, several
practice group meetings, fascinating presentations and many networking opportunities, and not to be forgotten is the appealing leisure programme, which aims to
combine a fruitful professional experience
with a relaxing and enjoyable weekend.
Sebastian Bodu, former Head of
the National Agency for Tax Administration and member of the European
Parliament, and Robert Donose, Senior Counsellor of the Romanian
Agency for Foreign Investments, will
join us for the conference and will deliver brief presentations on corporate
governance and the Romanian business environment.
Adriana Oprea of Dragomir & Associates will deliver a speech on the
European society followed by a roundtable discussion, while Ionut Zeche of
Mirus will lead an ITPG meeting focusing on international tax topics.
The professional event will take
place in the Pullman Hotel in Bucharest, which is located within the World
Trade Center complex in the commercial centre of the city, only five minGET PDF

Stirbey Palace, Bucharest, Romania

utes from central Bucharest and 15 minutes from the airport.
Saturday’s evening dinner will take
place in the Stirbei Palace, a landmark location close to Bucharest with an impressive history. Stirbey Palace was owned by
Barbu Stirbey, the Prince of Wallachia on
two occasions, between July 1849 and
October 1853 and October 1854 to June
1856, and still remains a place of important political decisions, gatherings and
visits.
Last but certainly not least, this is a
great opportunity to experience the Romanian culture and cuisine. We look forward welcoming many of you to Bucharest.

GGI member firm
Dragomir & Associates Law Office
(Law Firm)
Bucharest, Romania
Alina Lefter
E: alina.lefter@dragomirlaw.ro
W: www.dragomirlaw.ro

GGI member firm
Mirus Advisers SRL
(Financial Audit & Accountancy,
Tax Consulting)
Bucharest, Romania
Ionut Catalin Zeche
E: izeche@mirus-group.eu
W: www.mirus-group.eu
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16-18 December 2011

GGI Asian
Regional Conference
in Kuala Lumpur
GGI member firm KC Chia & Noor
(KCN), Chartered Accountants will be
hosting the Asian Regional Conference

The Shangri-La Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
CONTENT

2011 (ARC 2011) in Kuala Lumpur from
16-18 December 2011. The event will be
held at the Shangri-La Hotel.
The conference theme is “One World,
One Asia”, which is in harmony with the
present and future trend of both the regional and world economies. More than
ever, the accountancy, law, financial and
business consultancy professions need
to work together and capitalise on their
prominence and expertise by actively cooperating, sharing resources and values,
and upholding business integrity in both
the regional and global scenario in order
to sustain long-term growth. The professions’ ability to meet these expectations
will determine its continued relevance
and the ongoing high demand stemming
from prevalent business and professional
communities.
ARC 2011 will consist of a one and a
half-day conference featuring some interesting plenary sessions, several workshops and practice group meetings.
ARC 2011 is expected to attract more
than 60 delegates from the Asian GGI
GET PDF

Lobby at the Shangri-La Hotel, Kuala Lumpur

communities. The ARC 2011 Organising
Committee has launched a significant
number of pertinent initiatives and taken
innovative steps, which should ensure
ARC 2011 becomes one of the most highly regarded and well-attended regional
forums enabling more GGI members to
share and discuss important topics and
issues that are affecting the accountancy,
law, financial and business consultancy
professions now and in future.
An array of exciting sightseeing activities also awaits delegates and spouses at
the ARC 2011. Malaysia is a melting pot of
Asia’s rich and diverse cultures and traditions. It is also a tropical paradise located in the heart of South-East Asia and is
home to some of the world’s most beautiful white sandy beaches, captivating diving sites, rainforests that are amongst the
oldest in the world and exotic national

parks. So come and explore Malaysia in
2011 and enjoy an amazing Asian experience. For more information, please visit
the website www.tourismmalaysia.gov.my
We hope to see you in Kuala Lumpur
for the ARC 2011. Or in Malaysian we
would say: “Selamat Datang ke ARC 2011”
(Welcome to ARC 2011).

ARC 2011 Organising Committee

GGI member firm
KC Chia & Noor, Chartered Accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance)
Kuala Lumpur, Melaka, Kluang, Johor Darul Takzim, Malaysia
Kwong Chow Chia
E: kcn_pa@tm.net.my
W: www.kcn.my
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Review GGI events

GGI Latin American
Conference in Bogota
This year, the tenth annual Latin
American Conference was held in Bogota, between 21 and 24 July. The conference was kindly hosted by GGI’s Bogota
member firm, Tower Consulting. One of
GGI’s special guests at the conference
included Ambassador Didier Pfirter of
Switzerland.
GGI’s enthusiastic International Taxation Practice Group members held a
half-day meeting at the Rincon Grande
Country Club, even before the official
welcoming dinner.
The conference was kick-started on
Friday by welcoming speeches by Dr.
Miguel Mantelli, the head of our Latin
American region, and Camilo Torres Jr.
who represented Tower Consulting.
Following the report of the Latin
American Commitee key-note speaker,
Mr. Arvind Hickman – Group Editor of
the International Accounting Bulletin
(IAB), held an intriguing presentation
on the IAB and the role of accountants
and world accounting intelligence.
Seres Baum focused on the effects
of Latin American economic growth in
their offices, in particular on strategies
of acquiring new customers and the hiring of professional services. Steven L.
Cantor later kept the attention of the auCONTENT

dience with a presentation on “United
States Laws Affecting Latin Executives
and Financial Institutions“. He analyzed the US tax system and what kind
of issues can be encountered by Latin
American executives temporarily based
in the U.S. The morning was concluded
with a presentation on “IFRS for small
and medium size companies” by Jorge
Ramirez.
All participants greatly enjoyed the
Friday evening dinner, which took place

Seres Baum
GET PDF

About 70 participants joining the Latin American Conference in Bogota

at the “Casa Vieja de San Diego“, offering traditional Colombian culinary delights.
Saturday featured a number of presentations focusing on Latin America.
Jose Manuel Zarate Paz led a discussion on the various steps to coordinate
peer reviews between offices and surveying auditing softwares. Conference
attendees later received a compelling
delivery on the Latin American marketing mission to Europe by Gustavo Traversoni.
The conference was concluded by
Camilo Torres, who gave everyone wonderful insights on the legal and tax perspective of Investing in Columbia. The
final afternoon featured an exciting ride
in the famous Salt Cathedral, followed
by a dinner with incredible atmosphere
at Andres Carne de Res.
We are all greatly looking forward to
the next 2012 Latin American confer-

ence which is to be held in Miami, U.S.
as a joint event together with the North
American regional conference.

Dr. Miguel Mantelli and Steven L. Cantor
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Review GGI events

GGI German
Speaking Chapter
in Leiden, Netherlands
The GGI German-speaking Chapter
took place on the weekend of 09-11 September in Leiden, the Netherlands. The
subject of the conference was „Holland:
tax favourable location for intellectual
property“. The weekend was hosted by
Teekens Karstens (TK), represented by
Mr. Johan F. Langelaar. Mr. Langelaar
was also assisted by Tim Rikmenspoel
and Joost Donkersloot, all of whom are
members of Teekens Karstens‘ German
speaking division.
Before the conference officially be-

CONTENT

gan, our Real Estate Practice Group held
a meeting on Friday afternoon at the TK
offices lead by Dr. Reinhard Nacke.
The conference was opened with a
welcoming at the beautiful Van der Valk
Hotel, which was followed by a boattour of the Kagerplassen (lakes) and
dinner.
On Saturday, the offices of TK were
the host to a number of intriguing presentations. Frank W.M. Sonsma of Alea
Management B.V. gave an introduction
to the Netherlands and the different op-

GGI German Speaking Chapter in Leiden
GET PDF

City of Leiden, The Netherlands

portunities available there. Martin van
Harten also presented the various tax
implications for intellectual propery in
Holland.
Dr. Tom H. Wittop Koning of AOMB
Intellectual Property Consultants focused on the patent landscape in the
Netherlands and what the various legal
and tax advantages are to the patentee,
as well as the risks of foreign patent infringement. The second, perhaps more
relaxing, part of the day was greatly enjoyed first by a lunch at the Stadscafe
Van der Werff which was followed by
an interactive workshop. The afternoon
featured a tour of the historical city of
Leiden.
Finally, our participants were taken
to the beautiful Oud Poelgeest castle,

Jan Versteegh, TeekensKarstens
where they were greeted by a cocktail reception and a wonderful dinner.
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GGI NEW MEMBER FIRMS

Azerbaijan
Finre Consulting
World Business Center, 3rd floor, block 309,
5. Rahimov str.
1009 Baku,
Azerbaijan
T: +99 412 597 30 51
F: +99 412 597 30 52
E: info@finreaudit.az
W: www.finreaudit.az

Sustainable Hub®
Avenida 9 de Julho, 4939 -3rd floor, suite 31
01.407-903
São Paulo
Brazil
T: +55 11 8181 00 72
E: lombardi@shub.com.br
W: www.shub.com.br

Company languages: Azeri, English. Contact person: Faiq Abbasov, faiq.abbasov@
finreconsulting.com. Services: Financial
Audit & Accountancy Services, Management Consulting.

Company languages: Portuguese, English,
Italian, Spanish. Contact person: Antonio
Lombardi, lombardi@shub.com.br. Services: Management Consulting.

Faiq
Abbasov

Antonio
Lombardi

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT

Canada

Brazil

GET PDF

Chile

Ravinsky, Ryan, Lemoine LLP
Place du Canada,
1010 rue de la Gauchetiere Quest,
Bureau 1200
H3B 2N2
Montreal
Canada
T: + 1 514 866 3514
F: + 1 514 866 0038
E: jlemoine@ravinskyryan.com
W: www.ravinskyryan.com

García Magliona y Cía. Abogados
La Bolsa 81, piso 6
Santiago de Chile
Chile
T: +56 2 377 94 49
F: +56 2 377 94 51
E: cmagliona@garciamagliona.cl
W: www.garciamagliona.cl

Company languages: English, French, Spanish, Japanese. Contact persons: Melvin J.
Ravinsky, mravinsky@ravinskyryan.com;
Jean Lemoine, jlemoine@ravinskyryan.com.
Services: Tax Consulting, Law Firm, Trust &
Wealth Management Services.

Melvin J.
Ravinsky

Jean
Lemoine

Company languages: Spanish, English.
Contact persons: Claudio Magliona,
cmagliona@garciamagliona.cl; Esteban
Garcia Nadal, egarcia@garciamagliona.cl.
Services: Law Firm.

Claudio
Magliona

Esteban
Garcia Nadal

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
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Colombia
Global Tax Audit Legal Services Ltda.
Kra 58 No 75-158 Oficina 606
Barranquilla
Colombia
T: +57 5 360 37 96
F: +57 5 360 37 96
E: info@globaltaxaudit.com
W: www.globaltaxaudit.com

Further offices: Ciudad de Panamá (Panama),
Lima (Peru). Company languages: Spanish,
English, Portuguese. Contact person: Alberto Enrique Gonzalez Padilla, manager@
globaltaxaudit.com. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting,
Management Consulting, Legal Consulting.

Alberto Enrique
Gonzalez Padilla

Plum Field Advisory Inc
Nihon-Building No.3, 9th Floor,
1-2-14 Nihonbashi Kayabacho, Chuo-ku
103-0025
Tokyo
Japan
T: +81 3 3661 61 19
F: +81 3 3661 62 21
E: info@plumfield.co.jp
W: www.pfa-japan.net

Company languages: Japanese, Cantonese,
English, Mandarin, Korean. Contact person:
Tetsuya Umehara, t.umehara@plumfield.
co.jp. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, Compliance, Fraud Risk
Management, Internal Control, Internal Audit, Forensic Services.

Tetsuya
Umehara

Russia

Nepal

Japan

NBSM & Associates
Chartered Accountants
5th Floor, 1838 Ramshah Path, Putalisadak
Kathmandu
Nepal
T: +977 1 443 30 69
E: info@nbsm.com.np
W: www.nbsm.com.np

CJSC OPERA
1H, 17/3E Uralskaya Street
199155, St. Petersburg
Russia
T: +7 812 946 64 33
F: +57 5 360 37 96
E: info@opera-solutions.ru
W: www.opera-solutions.ru

Company languages: Hindi, English. Contact
persons: Durga Gnawali, durga.gnawali@
nbsm.com.np; Nil Saru, nil.saru@nbsm.
com.np. Services: Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax Consulting, Management
Consulting, Public Sector Consulting, Participation in Special Committee of Different
Government Organizations, Risk Profiling of
Insurance Companies in association with Insurance Board, Consultants in designing Concept Paper for the development of Districts.

Company languages: Russian, English.
Contact person: Victoria Dokuchaeva,
v.dokuchaeva@opera-solutions.ru. Services:
Financial Audit & Accountancy Services, Tax
Consulting, Law Firm.

Durga
Gnawali

Nil
Saru

Victoria
Dokuchaeva

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT
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GGI NEW MEMBER FIRMS

GGI INTERNAL NEWS

United
States

United
States

Christian & Barton LLP
909 East Main Street, Suite 1200
Richmond, VA 23219
United States
T: +1 804 697 41 00
F: +1 804 697 41 12
E: mquinan@cblaw.com
W: www.cblaw.com

Rowbotham & Company LLP
101 Second Street, Suite 1200
San Francisco, CA 94105
United States
T: +1 415 433 1177
F: +1 415 433 1653
E: consulting@rowbotham.com
W: www.rowbotham.com

Company languages: English, French, Russian, Italian, Spanish. Contact person: Michael Quinan, mquinan@cblaw.com. Services: Law Firm.

Further office: Santa Clara (California). Company languages: English, Mandarin, Cantonese, Russian, Japanese, Korean. Contact
person: Brian Rowbotham, br@rowbotham.
com. Services: Financial Audit & Accounting Services, Tax Consulting, Management
Consulting, Corporate Finance, International Trust & Estate Planning.

Michael
Quinan

Brian
Rowbotham

GGI Headquarter
has moved office
GGI is continuously growing. The increase in the number of staff in GGI’s
head office is not only as a result of a carefully selected expansion of member firms,
but also due to the wider range of services
we offer our members. As a result of this
growth, GGI has moved its head office to
new, larger premises.
Please note that from 28 September
2011 GGI’s new office address is:
Geneva Group International AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 550
P.O. Box 286
CH – 8052 Zurich
Switzerland

Our telephone
and fax numbers,
as well as all email
addresses and the
website link, remain unchanged.
You are welcome to visit us in our new
offices next time you are in Zurich. If you
need to schedule a meeting in Zurich and
require a meeting room, we are happy to
offer all GGI members one of our boardrooms. Just give us a call to make the appropriate arrangements.
We look forward to continuing all GGI
projects and working together with you
from our new office location.

We wish to extend a very warm welcome to our new distinguished members.
CONTENT
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Book on
business in Brazil
By Seres Baum
´When, back in 2001, economists at
Goldman Sachs bracketed Brazil with
Russia, India and China as the economies that would come to dominate the
world, there was much sniping about
the B in the BRIC acronym. Brazil? Now
that scepticism looks misplaced. China
may be leading the world economy out
of recession but Brazil is also on a roll.
It did not avoid the downturn, but was
among the last in and the first out. Its
economy is growing again at an annual
rate of 5%.
It should pick up more speed over
the next few years as big new deep-sea
oilfields come on stream, and as Asian
countries still hunger for food and minerals from Brazil’s vast and bountiful
land. Forecasts vary, but sometime in
the decade after 2014 – rather sooner
than Goldman Sachs envisaged – Brazil is likely to become the world’s fifthlargest economy, overtaking Britain and
France. And, in some ways, Brazil outclasses the other BRICs. Unlike China,
it is a democracy.
Unlike India, it has no insurgents,
no ethnic and religious conflicts nor
hostile neighbours. Unlike Russia, it
CONTENT

exports more than oil and arms, and
treats foreign investors with respect.´
(from Nov. 12th, 2009 The Economist
printed edition).
“The growth of China and India can
even be greater, but Brazil is more sustainable” (Axel Theis, world president
of Allianz Global, arm of Allianz, one of
the largest insurers in the world).
The completion of a series of studies conducted by specialists has been
the greatest success in the current
situation, along with the expectation
of much better days in the future. USbased financial company, Standard &
Poor´s, estimates that more than half a
trillion dollars will be invested in infrastructure over the next five years, and
other specialists estimate that investment will exceed 1 trillion dollars in the
next decade.
New business opportunities arise
every day, and to support investors interested in doing business in Brazil,
promoting the GGI brand and consequently boosting referenced services
between members of GGI, our CPA
Member (Seres Baum from Grupo
Work - Brazil) has written a book that
covers topics directly related to business in Brazil in ten chapters.
GET PDF

With many fullcolour charts and
photos, and writAn insight
ten for investors
and
specialists
in easy-to-understand language,
the book introduces
Brazil’s
perspectives and
potential,
and
provides clear explanations of Foreign Investment;
Business Registration and Rights
Property;
Resident and NonResident´s
Labour and Charges;
Corporate Tax; International Treaties and Trades
including import
and export transactions; Incentivized Deals and Regions; Fiscal and
Commercial Documents,
Books
and Reports; and
a general overview of the Brazilian Judicial System, Antitrust, Arbitration,
Consumer´s right, Environment and
Recovery (Bankruptcy) Rules.
The book will be published by GGI
in English and the majority sponsor is
Walser & Partners, a GGI member from
Seres Baum – An insight into doing business in Brazil

22

into doing business in Brazil

Seres Baum

Switzerland. The first edition will be
published in October and launched at
the GGI World conference in Toronto.
There will be both printed and pdf versions of the book.
Books will be available to purchase
from GGI’s website (shop) from October.
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85 Years, 85 Reasons
to Choose Gibbons
In 2011, Gibbons P.C. is celebrating
its 85th anniversary, an extraordinary
achievement for any business and particularly notable in the practice of law.
While many firms fade into history after
their founders depart, or when transition to a next generation proves too difficult, Gibbons has not just survived for
close to nine decades, but flourished.
In its yearlong celebration of this milestone, Gibbons will be reflecting on
the best practices it has implemented
and refined over the last 85 years – and
those that will ensure success for the
next 85 years and beyond.

in Newark and thriving offices in New
York, Philadelphia, Trenton and Delaware, Gibbons has a significant foothold in the mid-Atlantic that lends itself to exceptional regional coverage.
With up-to-the-minute video, audio,
and network technology linking all five
offices, Gibbons can close major deals
and devise litigation strategies for matters that involve attorneys across several firm offices and client representatives throughout their own locations.

Innovative Positioning in the
Mid-Atlantic Middle Market

Practice innovation is standard operating procedure for Gibbons attorneys, who take pride in being flexible
and proactive by creating forward-thinking practice niches to address the most
current business, economic, legislative
and judicial developments impacting
clients. The firm relies on its automated
kmAlerts System, which incurs no cost
to clients, to monitor news, case law,
business issues, industries and docket
events, allowing attorneys to inform
clients of important developments
and adapt the firm’s practice accordingly. Just a few of the concentrations

Gibbons stands out among competitors by staying true to a middlemarket vision, with a business model
focused on offering high quality, cost
effective middle-market legal services to Fortune 500 clients and middlemarket businesses; that is, the firm
handles major matters for mid-market
companies and mid-market matters for
major companies. The firm’s regional
network of offices is key to the success
of this positioning. With headquarters
CONTENT

A Nimble
and Entrepreneurial Approach

GET PDF

Patrick C. Dunican Jr., Chairman and Managing Director of Gibbons P.C., at the
firm’s 85th Anniversary Gala, held at the new Meadowlands Stadium on April 2

Gibbons has recently developed or expanded in response to economic and
industry trends include Renewable Energy, Health Care Reform, Media Law,
and Intellectual Property Monetization.

Accessibility, Flexibility
and Added Value
Client service and legal service go
hand in hand at Gibbons. The firm has
implemented such accessibility standards as a two-hour return message
policy. Attorneys and staff have BlackBerry wireless devices and remote access to all technology resources and
the firm’s entire network. The unified
communications platform also provides “find me, follow me” functional-

ity, through which mobile devices and
office phones ring simultaneously. In
addition, Gibbons participates in various secondment arrangements, with
firm lawyers working on client companies’ premises as needed.
Keeping clients informed of developments that impact their businesses
is a key value-added service. The firm’s
practice area blogs provide practical
perspectives, analysis, and discussion
on relevant, developing legal and business news. Gibbons also publishes
practice-specific electronic newsletters,
ranging from immediate-turnaround
updates to comprehensive legal analyses of critical issues and decisions. Additionally, the firm’s Gibbons Academy
 ...next page
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presentations are open to clients, at no
cost, for CLE credits.
Perhaps the most important aspect
of client service a firm can offer is a financially sound relationship. Gibbons
implements custom, mutually beneficial alternative fee arrangements for key
clients, and billing reports are available
electronically, which allows recipients
to readily ensure compliance with preset guidelines.

What Matters to
Clients Matters to Gibbons
Shared values strengthen the bonds
between Gibbons and its clients. Gibbons shares their professional values
through involvement in industry organizations that support them and
through leadership in bar associations
and practice sections in areas critical
to their businesses. With this kind of
investment, the firm’s attorneys come
to better understand trends and meet
communities of executives who regularly deal with the very issues clients
face. Gibbons is also proud to share
clients’ civic values. The firm supports
many signature institutions in its communities, particularly Newark, notably
with its establishment of the Gibbons
Institute of Law, Science & Technology
at Seton Hall University School of Law.
The nationally renowned, highly honored John J. Gibbons Fellowship in Public Interest & Constitutional Law has
two full-time firm attorneys handling,
CONTENT

pro bono, matters of cutting-edge legal importance and broad significance.
The firm’s traditional pro bono program, meanwhile, helped earn Gibbons
the New Jersey Business & Industry Association’s 2010 “Excellence in Public
Service” Award and a previous NJBIZ
“Corporate Citizen of the Year” recognition.

The Best Possible Work Force
for the Best Possible
Client Service
There are several ways Gibbons ensures that the strongest possible work
force staffs clients’ matters. Gibbons
heavily promotes the careers of talented minority and women attorneys
through its Diversity and Women’s Initiatives. The firm was among the 2009
winners of the prestigious, international Catalyst Award, recognizing outstanding achievement in the advancement of women in the workplace, and
has been included on Working Mother
magazine’s list of “Best Law Firms for
Women” for all three years it has been
published.
The firm’s initiative to recruit judicial
law clerks and lateral attorneys, rather
than law students or recent graduates,
delivers strong preexisting relationships and firsthand insight that inform
Gibbons attorneys’ work. At the same
time, the firm attends to attorneys’
ongoing education through Gibbons
Academy programs and various menGET PDF

toring platforms.
Gibbons also offers a unique Apprentice Program,
training
recent
law-school graduates to the responsibilities of
junior associates
in a “real world”
firm environment.
Clients are not
billed for apprentice training time.
To attract highcaliber employees
and
encourage
productivity and
longevity,
Gibbons offers the
“Gibbons Experience,” a unique, The Gibbons building
generous package of employee benefits and policies for two consecutive years the highestdedicated to professional develop- ranked New Jersey-headquartered firm
ment, positive workplace environment on American Lawyer’s associate satisand work/life balance. To keep attrition faction survey.
rates low, which is critical to successful
client service, several benefits recognize longtime employees. The firm also
offers full- and part-time flexible schedGGI member firm
ules and traditional part-time schedGibbons P.C.
ules that do not affect promotion po(Law Firm)
tential. Moreover, Gibbons maintains
New Jersey, New York, Philadelphia,
nursing rooms and an emergency child
Delaware, USA
care program. The firm is regularly
Dr. David de Lorenzi
ranked one of the “Best Places to Work
E: ddelorenzi@gibbonslaw.com
in New Jersey” by NJBIZ and has been
W: www.gibbonslaw.com
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Interview with Prof. Dr. Teodoro Cocca

“The system is
already no longer
self-sustaining“
Questions asked by Claudio Cocca
The debt burdens of many Western
industrialised nations have risen
enormously during the economic and
financial crisis due to bank bail-outs
and economic packages. Now a debt
crisis is looming. Many countries are
no longer able to obtain funding in
the capital market and the central
banks are stepping into the breach
as the lender of last resort. How do
you as an economist view this paradigm shift where central banks are
suddenly buying massive amounts
of government bonds from ailing
states?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: It is a declaration of
bankruptcy. It shows that in reality the
system is already no longer self-sustaining. Without the (highly problematic) intervention of the ECB, many euro
countries would already no longer be
able to tap the capital markets which
would mean that today these countries
CONTENT

would already be insolvent. The measures taken by the ECB are also putting
the stability of the central bank itself
on the line by taking the risks of highly indebted countries onto its balance
sheet. Moreover, it robs the ECB of its
greatest weapon: its independence.
Inflationary pressure has intensified
globally since the beginning of this
year. Do you think inflation can still
be avoided or is it perhaps actually
desired by countries in order to find a
way out of debt?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: The next big crisis
could come from the inflation side. In
the short term inflation risks have eased
substantially because of the economic
slowdown. However, in the long term it
seems unthinkable to me that printing
money on a massive scale will not lead
to any inflation at all. As meanwhile the
central banks directly involved also have
an interest in facilitating a soft debt reduction process for debtors via inflaGET PDF

tion, this begs the question of
who actually has an interest in
rigorously combating inflation.
The biggest losers here could
be savers who would see their
savings melt away.
While governments in Europe have tended to adopt
the austerity approach in order to reduce budget deficits
and sovereign debt, the USA
is continuing to use state aid
(stimulus) to kick-start the
economy and bring unemployment down to a tolerable
level. Which route do you find
more appropriate, the European or the American one?

Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca

Prof. Dr. Cocca: There is a major difference here. This option is still open
to the USA as the capital market is still
unreservedly willing to buy US debt
securities whatever the Americans decide. This is not the case in the eurozone. The market would have no confidence in a further increase in sovereign
debt. Europe has no choice: it needs
clear structural reforms to strengthen
growth and competitiveness, as well as
a disciplined austerity policy.

bigger countries with the result that
in the past few weeks there has been a
huge increase in debt interest charges
and credit default insurance (CDS)
for less solvent EU countries such as
Italy and Spain. Alan Greenspan, who
headed the US central bank for almost
20 years, has predicted the demise of
the euro. How do you view the future
of the euro from a non-European perspective? Will it be possible to save it
or not?

The European Union is currently working hard to save the common European currency. After Greece, Portugal
and Ireland, the capital markets have
now turned the spotlight on much

Prof. Dr. Cocca: It is up to the core
countries in the eurozone. If a credible
deepening of the common economic
and fiscal policy can be achieved swiftly,
 ...next page
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Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca, Vice
Chairman of the Board of Directors of
GGI, was elected as a new member of
the Board of Directors of VP Bank in Vaduz, Liechtenstein.
The VP Bank is one of the three largest banks in the principality of Liechtenstein and specialises in asset management. The Bank has 800 employees in
Liechtenstein and eight other countries,
and administers client assets worth
CHF 41 billion.
Professor Dr. Teodoro Cocca is a
Professor of Asset Management at
the Johannes Kepler University in Linz
and Adjunct Professor at the Swiss Finance Institute in Zurich. Prior to that,
he worked at Citibank for several years,
where he was involved in investment
and private banking, conducted research at the Stern School of Business
in New York and taught at the Swiss
Banking Institute in Zurich. Professor
Cocca (38) was born in Switzerland and
has Italian roots. He is the Chairman of
the annual European Private Banking
Summit, which takes place in Zurich,
and is an advisor to various finance
companies in Switzerland and abroad.
CONTENT

within the EU is beginning to fade. This
is a dangerous development. We need
to realise that the euro has never been
as imperilled as it is now. It is highly
likely that the situation is considerably more strained than we perceive
from the outside. Merkel and Sarkozy
must agree very quickly on the way forward. Otherwise the market will soon
be forced into a completely disorderly,
and consequently barely controllable,
reaction.

The euro was brought in without a
real European government, economic
government or fiscal policy authority.
Economic and capital market experts
say the only way to save the euro is to
introduce eurobonds as a solution to
the solvency problems of the countries
concerned as well as a common economic and fiscal policy. Do you share
this opinion, and if so, how likely is it
that the politicians in Germany, Finland, the Netherlands and Austria
will agree to the creation of a transfer
union?
Prof. Dr. Cocca: We already have a
“light” version of a transfer union although in its present form it is restricted in terms of amounts and timescales. Well on paper at least. Naturally
the de facto situation is that so far the
eurozone has clearly been acting as if
an implied guarantee were in place for
all eurozone countries. In my opinion,
GET PDF

ime

then it will be possible to save the euro.
However, the last few weeks have not
been very encouraging in this regard. In
addition to the latent economic incompetence of many of the politicians who
have voiced comments, the solidarity

© dreamst
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Eurobonds are not a solution. In the
short term it may be possible to use
them to buy some time, but in the long
term they just reinforce the principle
that caused the crisis in the first place:
it would introduce a lack of discipline
into government finances in the eurozone for good. What is interesting is
the move towards looking at the problem via alternative scenarios as well as
at the costs they entail. This is a positive development. The costs of a transfer union need to be compared with

those of a sovereign default. Let’s see
what this calculation reveals.
Some currencies outside the big currency zones of the euro and the dollar such as the Swiss franc, Canadian
dollar, Norwegian krone and Swedish
krona have risen sharply in the last
few months. The Swiss central bank recently decided to guarantee a euro exchange rate of 1.20. Can it win the currency war against the capital markets?

...next page
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Prof. Dr. Cocca: It all depends on how
the euro crisis develops. If the crisis
worsens severely, the SNB would have
to buy a huge amount of euros and keep
these on its books. Even the SNB cannot
do this for ever. Although there is no restriction on the amount of Swiss francs
it can sell in return, at a certain point it
would trigger inflation. This would then
create risks on the inflation front for the
Swiss economy. The danger of an overly
strong franc would have been averted,
but the economy would still suffer via
inflation. It is just not possible to escape a major crisis when you are a small
island within Europe surrounded by turmoil. Conversely, if a swift solution is
found to the euro crisis, the euro will
rise again against the Swiss franc rendering the measures taken by the SNB
unnecessary. It would therefore seem
that the SNB is using the measure to
buy time in the hope that the crisis is resolved within the next few months. But
the SNB has given up one thing through
this intervention: its independence.

Prof. Dr. Cocca: A slowdown in the
economy looks unavoidable; the latest
figures show this very clearly. However,
although a recession is more likely than
before, it is not certain. It should be
noted that market perception of all indicators and news is very negative at the
moment. In panic phases such as now,
the market blanks out the good information. This is happening again at the
moment. Listed companies are actually
continuing to report moderately good
prospects, their balance sheets are very
sound and the emerging countries are
still recording substantial growth.

many big promises have been made
which the politicians have then miserably failed to deliver. The political inability to tackle the crisis is frightening.

Various European banks, especially in
Greece, Italy and France, have come
under pressure in recent weeks as a
result of the European sovereign debt
crisis. Do you think the governments
will still be able to come to the rescue
next time there is a banking and financial crisis or did they already lose their
political and financial clout in the last
crisis?

The economy in Europe is slowing, the
US economy has never really picked up
and the Japanese economy has been
in the doldrums for 2 decades. The
forecasts for this year and next show
dark clouds on the economic horizon.
Is a double-dip scenario conceivable,
especially as many countries are in
austerity mode or having to increase
tax revenues because of high debt levels?

Prof. Dr. Cocca: It is true that the European governments now have considerably less capital available for rescue
operations. This makes the situation
today very different to the one in 2008.
Consequently it could be trickier this
time. But the loss of confidence has
probably been even more of a problem. The market no longer believes in
the leadership qualities of the top exponents in the USA and Europe. Too

One final question. Robert Mundell
was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1999
for his work on exchange rates and
monetary and fiscal policy. According
to Mundell, exchange rate fluctuations
have at the very least been a contributory factor in many global economic
crises (e.g. Asian crisis 1999). For this
reason, he advocates the creation of
a world currency. A global economy
needs a global currency? The first step
should be to link the euro and the dollar. Do you think this is a radical idea
or a likely trend for the future?

CONTENT

GET PDF

The price of gold has rocketed. Today
it is worth two and a half times more
than it was 2 years ago. Do you believe gold represents a safe haven investment or do you see this as more of
a gold bubble?

regional inequalities. In my opinion,
however, this is an illusion. If there is
a lesson to be learned from the present crisis, it could be that everyone is
ultimately better off with their own currency because that way they retain their
autonomy.
Thank you for the interview.

Prof. Dr. Cocca: At this level, gold
only makes sense if you assume the
worst.

Prof. Dr. Cocca: I can’t see it. After
all, Europe’s present experience shows
that one currency is only appropriate if
the economic development in the corresponding regions is as even as possible. Consequently a global currency
would only make sense if there were no

The questions were posed by
Claudio G. Cocca, Chairman &
Founder of Geneva Group International and Chairman of the GGI
practice group “Task Force: Financial Crisis”.

Claudio Cocca,
Chairman &
Founder
of
Geneva Group
International
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Fighting the
Aftermath of the 3.11
Mega-Earthquake &
Tsunami in Japan
By Tetsuya Umehara
Since the Tohoku-Pacific Ocean Earthquake hit Japan on the 11th of March
this year, reconstruction & recovery efforts are now being made and national
movements towards preserving power
to prevent blackouts are almost like a
fashion trend. In most of East Japan everyone has a story about 3.11 and Plum
Field Advisory Inc (PFA), a GGI member
firm in Japan, shares their story and reports on the recovery of this tragedy.
It was a Friday afternoon in Tokyo,
when an unprecedented mega-earthquake struck Northeastern Japan, known
as “Tohoku”. The earthquake shook
many hundreds kilometers, reaching
the capital city Tokyo more than 500km
away from the epicenter in the Pacific Ocean. The earthquake recorded a
9(M9) on the Richter scale, the largest
earthquake ever recorded in Japan and
the 4th largest earthquake on earth.
Soon after the shock, the usage of
CONTENT

telecommunication lines suddenly increased and mobile-phone operators imposed restrictions on usage to prevent
an overload system break-down. Almost
all public transportation in northeast
Japan was suspended, highways were
blocked due to cracks in the roads, and
major roads became extremely congested which left millions of people stranded in offices, forcing them to walk miles
and miles home.
This was no different at Plum Field
Advisory (PFA), located in the center
of the Tokyo financial district, opposite
the Tokyo Stock Exchange. There was
only minor damage in the office, such
as fallen books and documents stacked
on desks. Luckily there were no injuries.
This is because a number of preventive
actions and safety measures were taken in the office - most Japanese offices
are generally prepared for large earthquakes, drills are conducted regularly,
and basic food supplies and emergency
kits are stored in offices.
GET PDF

Clean-up of rubbles continues at Kesennuma, a commercial fishing based town

In Tokyo, people normally commute
on trains and subways. Therefore, when
public transportation stops, people are
forced to stay at work or walk home.
On the day, just like millions of other
workers, most of the PFA staff members
were forced to walk home, either from
the offices of clients or the PFA HQ office. One young certified public accountant, who usually spends most of the
day looking at financial statements and
Excel sheets and tells his boss that he
is “tired of looking at numbers“, had to
face an even tougher day at work this
day. He had to walk 9 hours until reaching home at 2AM in the evening. What
was amazing was there were still hundreds of people quietly walking toward
home at 2AM to see their loved ones.
While this chaos continued in Tokyo,
the whole world watched the tsunami

swamp the coastal area of Japan, washing away cars, boats, airplanes, houses,
and buildings.
On the same day, a state of nuclear
emergency was declared by the Japanese
government. The next day, the No.1 reactor at Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant suffered a hydrogen explosion,
which the whole world also saw on the
news. This was followed by hydrogen
explosions at two other reactors. From
this day, most of Japan (and everyone
around the world) had to face the fear of
further explosions and nuclear radiation
contamination.
Despite the nuclear scare, in March
and April, many rushed towards areas
affected by this earthquake for rescue
& recovery operations, and many countries sent rescue teams and supplies,

...next page
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and donations were received from millions of people around the world. All
Japanese are sincerely thankful to everyone for this kindness.
At PFA, with the help of our business
partners, staff volunteered to deliver
food supplies to affected areas, including a food supply delivery to within 5km
radius of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear power plant, for those who refused
to evacuate. One elderly man left in the
area said that, “I saw my wife washed
away in the tsunami, my daughter is
missing, but I believe she is still alive,
maybe stuck in the rubble, how can I
evacuate and leave my wife and daughter behind? Without knowing that my

wife and daughter are safe or even confirmed dead, I will not leave the area“.
By the end of April, although the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
power plant was still far from safe, it had
stabilized, and businesses and people
in Tokyo were trying to return to a “normal” life. Around this time, high levels
of radiation were detected in many food
items, and the government imposed a
strict ban on the transportation of produce in affected areas.
By the beginning of August, M5+
aftershocks were recorded 552 times,
causing fear in victims of further earthquake and tsunami damage. In Tokyo as
well and many other cities in Japan, due
to the safety concerns surrounding nuclear power
plants, 44 out of
55 reactors were
shutdown for various reasons (suspension, regular
inspections, etc),
and were not permitted to re-operate. Accordingly,
serious
power
shortages resulted in many cities
in Japan and possible black-outs
became a major
public
concern.
Reconstruction & Recovery Lottery, all profits from lottery goes The Japanese govto reconstruction of affected areas
ernment issued
CONTENT
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High-school students ride bicycles to a temporary built school

an “Electricity consumption restriction
order” on the 1st of July, which was before the hot summer in Japan, and with
all the public assistance, by the 9th of
September, there were no more blackouts and the order was lifted.
Now, many volunteers are working
everyday to clear the rubble, and many
people head down to affected areas
on weekends to help out victims. Also,
a major reconstruction budget is being prepared by the government, some
progress had been made to cool-down
the reactors and reduce the radiation,
all food produced in radiation affected
areas is now under strict control, and
food from other surrounding areas is
controlled and tested regularly to avoid
radiation contamination. A public lottery is on sale to help finance the costly
reconstruction and cleanup.
PFA staff members are planning another volunteer trip to help clear away

rubble in mid-October and are planning
to pass on further donations.
Today, most of the area in Japan, including Tokyo, is now safe to visit, food
which is being sold / exported is safe
to eat, and Japan is welcoming tourists
and people on business trips.
Myself as well being Japanese, on behalf of all Japanese people, I would like
to thank everyone around the world and
send my deepest gratitude for your overwhelming support during this disaster.

GGI member firm
Plum Field Advisory Inc.
(Financial Audit & Accounting,
Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance)
Tokyo, Japan
Tetsuya Umehara
E: t.umehara@plumfield.co.jp
W: www.pfa-japan.net
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Moral Damage
By Dr. Carlos Morales Bernal
A few weeks ago a court judgment was
pronounced which not only constitutes a
landmark in the administration of justice
in Ecuador, but which has also given rise
to much controversy, both nationally and
internationally. The judgment – which was
delivered in the action for moral damage
brought by the President of the Republic against a leader-writer of El Universo
newspaper (which has one of the largest
readerships in Ecuador) and the paper’s
top executives – imposed a three-year
prison sentence on all the defendants and
also awarded damages of US$ 40 million
to the President.
This judgment has of course provoked
varied and contrasting reactions from national and international media and from
the Ecuadorian people in general. The
grounds which led the Judge to deliver the
judgment and the consequences of the
judgment are debated on an almost daily
basis. Those who are in favour of the judgment and who support it have basically
put forward the following two arguments:
a) that the editorial in question, published
in El Universo, did in fact libel the President of Ecuador; and, b) that as a price
cannot be put on a person’s reputation,
the compensation awarded is appropriate. Conversely, those who do not agree
with the judgment share the following two
CONTENT

viewpoints: a) that the published article is
consistent with freedom of the press and
freedom of expression; and, b) that the
amount of the compensation awarded is
excessive and completely disproportionate.
This case has raised the following four
important issues which we shall attempt
to analyse and comment on in very general terms: moral damage, compensation
for moral damage, freedom of expression
and freedom of the press.

Moral Damage
There are many definitions of what constitutes Moral Damage. Indeed, several
countries have accorded it special attention in their respective legislations. However, basically, Moral Damage is harm
caused to a person which takes the form
of distress, anxiety, disturbance, pain, suffering, affliction, … not just to that person,
but also his family members. Thus, Moral
Damage falls strictly under the scope of
subjectivity, feelings, and relates directly
to a person’s emotions. It explains why
some human beings react differently to
certain types of external “aggression”, or
why some feel more offended than others
when they are openly criticised or spoken
badly of.
The concept of Moral Damage was introduced to safeguard a person’s peaceGET PDF

fulness and tranquillity, and to protect
three fundamental human rights: dignity,
good name and reputation.

Compensation for Moral Damage
On the basis of the fact that Moral
Damage is a subjective issue, judges
must quantify compensation with great
prudence, discernment, certainty, fairness
and good judgment, without taking into
account the defendant’s financial resources. Very careful consideration must be given to the pain suffered by the injured party,
how the libel or slander which resulted in
the legal action being brought affected his
life and that of his family members, and
how compensation can help to restore his
life and dignity.
Returning to the case referred to at the
beginning of this article, the assets of El
Universo newspaper are currently valued
at approximately 38 million US dollars,
which means that the enforcement of the
judgment would leave the paper practically bankrupt.
The awarding of compensation in an
action for Moral Damage is not in any way
aimed at enriching the person who brought
the action. Ultimately, the Judge must ensure that the compensation awarded is
strictly related to, and consistent with,
the offence caused; in other words, that
the valuation of the amount awarded is in
proportion to the extent of the loss caused
and the suffering endured.
As there is no equation that enables
damages to be calculated objectively, each

Dr. Carlos Morales Bernal
individual case must be very carefully assessed in order to ensure not only that
justice, the aim of all judicial proceedings,
is done, but also that the injured party can
get on with his life.

Freedom of expression
Unfortunately, a great number of people believe – mistakenly, of course – that
freedom of expression equates to expressing whimsical opinions, saying the first
thing that comes into their head, without
pausing to consider whether such opinions constitute libel or slander. Those who
defend this radical stance argue that they
are free to give an opinion on any subject
or any person, irrespective of the words
employed because, otherwise, their rights
and, ultimately, their freedom of expression are being infringed.

...next page
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In democracies, freedom of expression is a fundamental, constitutional right
held by everyone. However, this right must
necessarily be exercised responsibly and,
of course, it must have limits. This matter has been debated in several national
and international forums, based around
the central question: does freedom of expression have limits? As professionals in
the field of law, we must believe and must
be completely convinced that it does and
that these limits are, undoubtedly, the
good name, dignity and reputation of all
people, regardless of their sex, age or socio-economic status.

Freedom of the Press
Two of the main arguments put forward by El Universo newspaper in the action brought by the President of Ecuador
are that, by bringing this action, the President was aiming to intimidate the press
and to silence its criticism of the current
Ecuadorian Government, which thus infringed several fundamental rights laid
down in the Constitution, and that opinions expressed under the freedoms of
thought, opinion and expression (referring to the editorial which gave rise to the
action) cannot be criminalised.
Society is curious and interested in
knowing about public figures and, therefore, the actions and conduct of the latter
are closely monitored by the press, whose
job must only be to provide the public
with truthful and timely accounts of certain events or occurrences which directly
CONTENT

affect their daily lives.
A journalist’s work has a strong investigative content, which enables him
to give and receive information, express
opinions, publish and disseminate ideas,
adopt an impartial viewpoint, clarify and
guide in a responsible manner, promote
pluralism… in short, create a forum for debate. However, in the exercise of his duties, a journalist must respect the rights of
individuals, including public figures.
It emerges from what has been stated
above that the right to freedom of the press
entails a very extensive and serious social
responsibility. A journalist must adopt a
measured approach to the exercise of his
duties and he cannot employ arguments
that undermine a person’s dignity or,
worse still, use language that harms, discriminates and accuses without evidence.
For their part, public figures must be
aware that the position they hold exposes
them to comments and criticism from the
public and press, as their conduct is of public interest. The monitoring of politicians by
the press and the public favours and promotes a healthy and democratic control of
their conduct and enables an effective rendering of accounts on their activities.

GGI member firm
Aliro Morales & Asociados CIA. LTDA.
(Accountants, Auditors and Consultants)
Quito, Ecuador
Dr. Carlos Morales Bernal
E: gerencialegal@moralesyasociados.com.ec
W: www.moralesyasociados.com.ec
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Fiscal Aspects
regarding Trading
Companies in Romania
By Raluca Bengescu

turnover that is below the annual exemption limit, but still elects to be
registered;

1. Premises
In Romania, the most common forms
of companies are limited liability and
joint-stock companies. Below, we present a brief description of the frequent tax
liabilities which relate to trading companies in Romania.

2. Value Added Tax
According to the Fiscal Code, trading companies with the registered office
in Romania which carry out or intend to
carry out an economic activity which involves operations that are taxable and/
or exempt of VAT with right of deduction
are required to apply for registration for
VAT purposes to the tax authorities in
two instances:
At registration:
In the case of achieving a turnover
that meets or exceeds the annual exemption limit (EUR 35,000);
In the case of achieving an annual

After registration:
If the turnover reaches or exceeds the
exemption limit during a calendar
year;
If the turnover achieved during a calendar year is below the annual exemption limit, but the company still elects
to be registered;
If it carries out exempt operations but
still charges for them.
In Romania, there are three VAT rates:
Standard rate of 24%: applies to the
taxable base, for the operations which
are not tax exempt or are not subject to
reduced rates;
Reduced rate of 9%: applies to services consisting of a) entrance to castles, museums, memorial houses, historical monuments, architectural and
archaeological monuments, zoological
and botanical gardens, fairs, cinemas,
exhibitions and cultural events; b) the

...next page
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supply of textbooks, books, newspapers
and magazines, except those exclusively
or primarily for advertising; c) the supply
of certain medical and orthopaedic products; d) hotel accommodation or accommodation in similar sectors, including
the rental of land for camping.
VAT operations are classified as follows:
a) Taxable operations subject to VAT;
b) Exempt operations with right of deduction (exports, intra-community
supplies when the buyer provides the
supplier with a valid code for VAT purposes);
c) Exempt operations with no right of deduction (examples: agricultural rent,
concession, rental and leasing of real
estate);
d) Intra-community imports and acquisitions, which are tax exempted.

3. Profit tax
The taxable profit is calculated as the
difference between the revenue from any
source and the expenses incurred in order to achieve the income, in a fiscal year,
minus non-taxable income plus non-deductible expenses.
The tax rate that applies to the taxable
income is 16%.
The Fiscal Code provides an exception for the taxpayers whose activities fall
into the categories of bars, nightclubs,
discos, casinos or sports betting venues,
including the legal persons obtaining
these revenues based on deed of partnerCONTENT

Exemptions from tax on dividends:
a) The dividends reinvested after 2009 in
respect of preservation and growth of
new jobs in order to develop the activity of Romanian legal persons which
distribute dividends, in accordance
with their object of activity registered
with the Trade Register;
b) The dividends invested in the registered capital of another Romanian legal person in order to create new jobs,
to develop its business.

5. Salary tax
Raluca Bengescu
ship, and for which the profit tax owed
for the services provided is less than 5%
of the respective incomes, being liable to
pay a tax equal to 5% of such obtained
incomes.

4. Tax on dividends
A Romanian legal entity which pays
dividends to a Romanian legal person is
required to withhold, declare and pay tax
on dividends. The tax on dividends is determined by applying the rate of tax on
the gross dividend.
Tax rate applicable on the gross dividend distributed/paid to a Romanian legal entity is 16%.
In calculating the taxable profit, incomes from dividends received from a
Romanian legal person are not taxable.
GET PDF

Tax liabilities resulting from granting
wages are: the tax on income from salary,
social contributions and special funds.
a) The tax on income from salary is 16%
of the net income, paid by the employee;
b) Rates of the state social insurance contributions are presented in the table
below;
c) The insurance contribution rates for
accidents at work and illness are es-

tablished from 0.15% to 0.85% according to the specific risk class;
d) The contributions to the unemployment insurance budget owed by the
employer amount 0.5%; the individual contribution owed by the employee
is 0.5%;
e) The contributions payable by the employer to the Guarantee Fund for payment of wage claims under Art. 7 (1)
of Law No. 200/2006, as amended,
is 0.25%;
f ) The health insurance contribution is
5.2% on behalf of the employer and
5.5% from the employee
g) The contribution for leave and benefits
is 0.85%

GGI member firm
Dragomir & Associates
(Law Firm)
Bucharest, Romania
Raluca Bengescu
E: raluca.bengescu@dragomirlaw.ro
W: www.dragomirlaw.ro

Rates of the state social insurance contribuWork conditions
tions in accordance with the law provisions in
normal unusual special
force
1. Individual social insurance contribution
10.5%
10.5%
10.5%
Art. 17 from Law 287//2010
2. The employer’s contribution on social
20.8%
25.8%
30.8%
insurance
3. Total rates of the state social insurance
31.3%
36.3%
41.3%
contributions
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Expansion into
Australian Markets
with Franchise
Anthony Sullivan
Australia continues to be one of the
major markets for international franchise expansion and it remains an exciting business model that has proven both
successful and resilient in recent turbulent economic times.
Franchisors considering growing their
operations into the Australian market
have a number of different options available to them and the vehicle ultimately
chosen by the franchisor to expand its operations will be influenced by a number of
factors, including:
the franchisor’s financial resources
and personnel levels
the refinements required to the franchise system to suit the Australian
market
economic and financial incentives offered by the Australian government to
foreign investors
the taxation system
the regulatory or legal system that regulates the industry and business practices
the franchisor’s overall aims, goals
CONTENT

and expectations with respect to the
Australian market
According to Lawler Chartered Accountants Franchise Partner, Anthony Sullivan: “Any person wishing to buy a master franchise in Australia or bring one to
Australia needs to do their homework. It’s
important not to underestimate what is
required and a successful expansion into
the Australian market requires strategic
planning combined with an understanding of the market and regulatory system.”
A good network of contacts to help
brands enter new markets is essential
and over the past 10 years, the firm’s franchise team has developed relationships
with a number of legal and industry specialists who can assist simplify what can
otherwise be a complex process.
“International companies are looking for assistance to help in the assessment of Australian opportunities and we
have helped a number of franchise clients maximise the value of franchising as
a distribution and growth strategy”, said
Anthony.
The Lawler team of franchise specialGET PDF

ists service the sector nationally through
their network of member firms, with the
primary focus to satisfy the franchisors
need for compliance, management accounting, benchmarking and education,
with the team having also had involvement in the development, implementation and management of franchising systems both in Australia and internationally.
Lawler Chartered Accountants is a
Member of the Franchise Council of Australia. They were also named as a finalist in the Supplier of the Year category at
the national Excellence in Franchising
Awards 2010 and has worked with some
of Australia’s leading franchise brands.
For further information on how they
can help with your expansion into Australia, and provide your franchise group
with meaningful wealth creation models
beyond traditional accounting and taxation services, contact Anthony Sullivan
via asullivan@lawlerpartners.com.au or
visit www.lawlerpartners.com.au

Anthony Sullivan

GGI member firm
Lawler Partners chartered accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, International Trust &
Estate Planning)
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Newcastle,
Rockhampton
Australia
Anthony Sullivan
E: asullivan@lawlerpartners.com.au
W: www.lawlerpartners.com.au
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UK Reform of Controlled
Foreign Companies
By Graham Busch
The UK Government wants to create
“the most competitive tax system in the
G20”. As part of ongoing reform, proposed changes have been published to
the Controlled Foreign Company (CFC) regime, which attempts to stop profits made
in the UK from being artificially diverted
abroad. CFC rules were first introduced in
the UK in 1984, and have since been largely criticised as making the country less attractive to large multinational businesses,

CFC Reform in brief
UK Government to create “the most
competitive tax system in the G20”
Regime will protect UK profits while
allowing greater business flexibility
CFCs with profits less than
£200,000 exempt from charges
Charges will not apply to profits
from genuine overseas business
activity.
Several multi-national groups declare their intention to re-locate to
the UK on basis of these reforms.
CONTENT

as was an attempt to change them as part
of a larger tax reform programme in 2007.
The Government has taken into account
many of the criticisms, and now plans
to introduce a modernised CFC scheme
which recognises the fact that most CFCs
are held for genuine commercial reasons.
The proposals are designed to create a
stable CFC regime that, unlike the current
system, does not require constant changes to address new avoidance risks.
The stated objectives of the CFC reforms are:
To prevent diversion of profits from the
UK;
To comply with EU law;
To reflect the way international business is carried out today; and
To be part of an attractive, and competitive, UK tax system.
The new rules will only apply to the proportion of profits that have actually been
diverted from the UK. If a CFC charge is
applied, then genuine foreign profits will
be outside the scope of the regime.
CFC charges will apply when business
activity has been set up in a country where
the rate of company tax is less than 75% of
GET PDF

the rate in the UK. From 2014, when the
UK corporation tax rate is being lowered
to 23%, this means that the CFC regime
will be used if any overseas company profits are taxed at less than 17.75%.
There are several exemptions that have
been proposed:
Low profits exemption – designed to
remove CFCs that make a low level of
profits. There are three possible options, the most attractive being an exemption for CFCs with profits less than
£200,000.
Territorial business exemption – designed to remove genuine overseas
profits from the regime. A CFC would
be exempt if its profits did not exceed
10% of its operating expenses. This
exemption also applies to CFCs that
carry on manufacturing or commercial activities.
Finance company rules – designed to
apply to overseas financing, it will give
an effective UK corporation tax rate on
profits from overseas intra-group financing of 5.75% by 2014.
General purpose exemption – designed
for when other exemptions don’t apply.
Ensuring that only profits artificially diverted from the UK for tax reasons are
charged under the CFC regime, there
will be no automatic assumption that
profits would have arisen in the UK.
The proposals have been widely praised.
Will Morris, Chair of the Confederation of
British Industry’s Tax Committee, said:
“This consultation will make a serious

Graham Busch
contribution to the government’s pledge
to create the most competitive tax system
in the G20. The government is rightly continuing to protect the UK’s tax base, while
allowing companies owned here much
more flexibility when conducting business
overseas. There remains much work to
be done in the coming months to ensure
the details of the government’s proposals
match up to its aspirations.”
With the consultation period for the
reforms having ended on the 22nd September, the Government hopes to publish
draft legislation in the autumn.
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Lawrence Grant Chartered Accountants
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
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Latin American ITPG
goals and achievements
By Sergio Guerrero
I currently have the honour of chairing the Latin American ITPG with the
support of Angel Viso from Venezuela
and Camilo Torres Jr. from Colombia.
I first participated in this group about
three years ago at the Regional Conference for Latin America and the World
Conference held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. I remember that there were only a
few Latin American representatives participating at the time.
Over the years, Latin American ITPG
members have taken part in several projects throughout the world, such as the
preparation and publication of the Business Guide, Comtax software acquisition, and the development of matrices
containing tax information from countries on every continent.
Thanks to the support and joint efforts
of Oliver Biernat (global ITPG chairman)
and GGI HQ, the number of members
participating in the ITPG today is substantially greater than it was three years
ago. At the last conference in Bogotà, we
secured the participation of countries including Chile, Brazil, Colombia, VenezuCONTENT

ela, Uruguay, Ecuador, Panama, Nicaragua, El Salvador and Mexico. Our goal is
clear: we aim to involve more GGI members within the ITPG, undoubtedly the
most dynamic and proactive of all GGI
practice groups.
Within ITPG we analyse real case
studies relating to fiscal issues, such as:
The need to plan for Latin American
families’ inheritance that is usually
marked by their interest in maintaining control over the family assets from
one generation to next;
The role or use of trusts in Latin America; there are important differences
between trusts that are in accordance
with a country’s local laws and trusts
of another country;
The use of insurance policies as an integral planning tool;
The dramatic growth in the implementation of PTC structures by Latin
Americans;
The effectiveness between the traditional and the non-traditional offshore;
The existing fiscal transparency mechanisms and their functionality.
GET PDF

Recently, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) estimated that the trade between
related parties represents approximately
65% of world trade. There are currently
around 63,000 multinational companies
with approx. 865,000 foreign subsidiaries worldwide, which employ more than
53 million people. In addition, sales generated by the foreign subsidiaries of such
companies represent more than 55% of
global GDP.
Therefore, the issue of transfer pricing
is now more important for multinational
companies and needs to be managed adequately as it can cause major economic
problems for members of such groups,
and may affect a corporation’s competitive position. For this reason, the support
and knowledge of specialised colleagues
from other countries is invaluable. Our
next meeting is scheduled to take place
during the first week of November. If you
are interested in participating please send
an email to: sguerrero@guerrerosantana.com.mx with your Skype username so
that you can be added as a contact. There
will also be an ITPG meeting between the
North American and World Conferences,
scheduled to take place in Toronto, Canada. Topics of interest to all regions will
be discussed, such as updates on FACTA
rules, IRS initiative on US income tax and
FBAR filing requirements for Americans
living in Canada, allocation of profits to
PE’s summary of new OECD guidelines
and cross-border estate planning.
I would like to extend an open invita-

Sergio Guerrero
tion to join us and to take the opportunity
to exchange ideas with international specialists in the field. We offer our clients
a comprehensive approach in the resolution of their matters, specifically in the
prevention or minimization of tax consequences within business structures. We
also provide complete legal and estate
security.
We have been able to see the development and acquisition of tangible benefits. We therefore invite you to join us in
the knowledge that we are here to support and serve you.

GGI member firm
Guerrero y Santana, S.C.
(Financial Audit & Accountancy Services,
Tax Consulting, Management Consulting,
Corporate Finance, Law Firm)
Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico
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W: www.guerrerosantana.com.mx
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Major reforms of French
investments taxation
By Prof. Robert Anthony

Wealth
Tax
Capital
Gains
If you are
thinking of selling

Trusts

Major changes in wealth
tax means company loan
accounts are no longer deductible for non-residents.

Our solution: Refinance your property
and create a profit as
well as saving the tax.

Tapering relief has been
amended with new thres
holds to 30 years.

Our solution: A personal review of your
situation.

A new law taxes assets at
0.50% and penalties of up
to 5% can be applied for
non-disclosure.

Our solution: Advise
those with French assets owned directly or
indirectly by a trust.

Estate
Duty

Over a value of € 1.8 million, the duty can be as
high as 45%.

Our solution: Review
your estate planning.

Exit Tax

A new Exit Tax applies
from March for expatriating Tax French residents
on unrealized gains.

Our solution: Speak
to us to find out
more.

CONTENT

GET PDF

Wealth tax 2011
Only taxpayers possessing assets over
M € 1.3 have an obligation to declare and
to pay Wealth Tax (on September 30th,
2011). Wealth tax 2012: As from 2012, a
new tax threshold at two levels is established, applicable from the first euro:
0.25 % for assets between M € 1.3 and
M € 3.
0.5 % above.
Prof. Robert Anthony

Capital gains on property
Until now during the sale of the property, the owners benefited from a 10 %
allowance per year beyond the fifth
year of ownership, (that meant a total
exemption of the capital gain tax at the
end of 15 years). The exemption will be
substantially reduced and the period
for relief extended which is currently in
debate in the National Assembly. According to the last version of the bill
(not definitive), the tapering relief has
been reduced to 2 % for every year of
detention after the fifth year, 4 % from
the eighteenth year to the twentyfourth year, and finally 8 % afterwards,
which is a total exemption after thirty
years of ownership. This new method
of calculation will come into effect for
the transfers realized as from February
1st, 2012, except for the case of private
individuals of certain cases of restructuring for where the reform would apply as from August 25th, 2011.
The taxable capital gain resulting from
the sale of a holiday home, a rented

property or land remains taxable at the
19 % rate plus 12.30 % of social charges (13.5 % as from 2012), which is a total at present of 31.30 % subject to any
appropriate relief.
Capital gains of transfer of securities
realized in 2011: The tax rate of these capital gains is fixed to 19 % plus 12.30 % of
social charges, that is 31.30 % in total (social charges being 13.50 % as from 2012,
the global rate of taxation will be then
32.50 %).

Estate Duty
The increase of 5 % of these duties on
the last two thresholds for a taxable estate
is effective since July 31st, 2011: partially
taxable 40 % (after allowances) between
€ 902,838 and € 1,805,677; and 45 % beyond € 1,805,677.
The reestablishment of the allowance
for a donation has been extended from
6 to 10 years.

...next page
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The reductions of duty concerning a
donation according to the age of the
donor rescinded.

Trusts
The duties of a gift or demise are due
as from July, 2011 on all free transfers to
via a trust, of which the rates could reach
up to 60 %.
An annual taxation 0.50 % based on
the market value of the assets of the
trust is chargeable to the settlor or the
beneficiaries being physical persons,
in the absence of a declaration of the
Wealth tax.
There is an obligation to declare the
creation of the trust at the time of its
constitution, or any modification or
dissolution/liquidation, on January
1st of every year. The neglect to declare wealth tax of the trust is sanctioned by a € 10,000 fine or by 5 %
of the value of the assets of the trust
whichever is the greater.

Life Insurance
A 25 % withholding tax is applied to
the sums paid because of any death
from July 29th, 2011 if the distributed
value paid to every beneficiary is superior to € 902,838. The amount inferior
remains taxable at the rate of 20 % after taking into account the € 152,500
allowance to the beneficiary.
Life insurance policies taken out
abroad before becoming tax resident
CONTENT

are no longer exempt from these taxes.

Exit Taxation
Taxation of the latent capital gains for
the taxpayers transferring their fiscal
residence outside France:
– On securities and any of earn-out
deals, except OPCVM.
– When the participation represents
more than 1  % of the capital of the
company or when its valuation is
superior to M € 1.3.
– Calculated on the value of the shares
on the day before the transfer of the
tax domicile.
The rate of the taxation is that of capital gains on shares increased by social
charges, that is currently 31.3 %.
This taxation is applicable for the departures outside of France as from
March 3rd, 2011.
To know more on any of the above subjects, our advisors are available to help
you.

GGI member firm
Anthony & Cie
(International Trust & Estate Planning,
Tax Consulting)
Sophia Antipolis, France
Prof. Robert Anthony
E: robert@antco.com
W: www.antco.com
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Practice Group Estate Planning, Trusts & Private Equtiy

The new tax regime
of trusts in France
By Prof. Robert Anthony
The article 14 of the modified finance
act for 2011 created a new system taxation for the foreign trusts of which the
beneficiaries or the settlors, being physical persons, are or were fiscal residents
of France.
The correct application of these new
regulations is based at first on the declaration/disclosure of trusts to the French
tax authorities and it under the unique
administrative and financial responsibility of the indicated trustee called appointed as the manager of the trust.
In the French tax law, the direct responsibility of a trustee is a new notion
while it exists in a certain numbers of
well-known foreign jurisdictions.
The new fiscal legislation allows in
fact to settle without retroactive consequences for any gifts and deaths previous to the publication of the law, to enable the intelligent and fiscally regular
use of certain foreign trusts.
The trust is used frequently, in the
Anglo-Saxon world, at first to pass on
assets to future generations. This is often used in particular for parts of a fam-

ily company, by ensuring the continuity
in the family for several generations. A
“Normal” legacy would in particular allow the heirs to destroy the family business.
But in the civil law the trust is not
recognized and is even forbidden within the framework of the article 1130 of
the civil code, promulgated by the law
of February 7th, 1804, which bans the
agreement on future estate issues.
A small number of French residents
established trusts not resident in France
in a purpose of tax evasion. They even
acquired buildings in France by way of
trusts.
The objective of the French legislator is unveil the trust by subjecting the
trustee to severe administrative and financial obligations.

Download
the full
article at
ggi.com
Please click the button!
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Hanoi, Socialist
Republic of Vietnam
By Ady Nordman

Ady Nordman as ananas seller
CONTENT

Recently I had the opportunity to
visit Hanoi for a long weekend.
What I expected was rather different
from what I discovered. Indeed, this is
quite common as we are exposed to impressions on TV, in movies and books
which are somewhat different to the reality.
Hanoi, the capital of Vietnam and its
second largest city, officially celebrated
its 1,000(!) birthday in October 2010.
On the journey from Noi Bai International Airport to the city centre (approx. 45 minutes), we passed rice and
corn fields with the people working
in the fields practicing old methods,
which looked exactly like I had seen in
the movies, and the mixture of houses
had a noticeable French influence from
colonisation by the French until the
mid-20th century.
As you enter Hanoi’s centre, which is
remarkably green with trees and parks,
you notice many beautiful French villas,
as well as some very big mansions, and
thousands of motorcycles travelling all
around you – in my opinion, this combination is wonderful. Hanoi also has
beautiful pagodas.
GET PDF

Traffic in Hanoi

I was lucky enough to spend time
at one of the best hotels I have ever
been to – colonial-style Sofitel Legend
Metropole Hanoi. Located in a beautifully restored building, the service is
exceptional, the ambiance and food are
great, the rooms are spacious, clean and
newly furnished and show the French
touch of the Sofitel management.
I had the time to walk through the
crowded city centre and admire the
wealth of narrow small shops, galleries,
restaurants and coffee houses, where
the prices (warning: very good fake
goods) and excellent bargaining possi-

bilities are as good as any bazaar. I do
strongly recommend using Vietnamese
dong (national currency) and not shopping with your euros/dollars as the exchange rates are not controlled and
vary a lot.
Being a member of GGI, we had the
opportunity to meet the head of the
Vietnamese CPA association, as well as
some local law firms, and I hope that
some of them will join GGI soon. I believe that Vietnam, with a population of
approx. 90 million and a strong work
ethic, will boom and the fact that most

...next page
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of the people are extremely friendly
means we or our clientele could have
excellent business relations out there.
Hanoi wakes up as early as 5 am and
people are in the streets exercising and
starting their business days as early as
6am!
And let’s not forget the important
topic of food. Here is what we have experienced:
Madame Hein – 15 Chan Cam, Hanoi, Vietnam (homgepage: please
click here) – located in a beautiful
old French villa. The food here is
more than excellent and on my personal grading scale (which is up to

Meal at Madame Hein
CONTENT

13.5, don’t ask why) it can easily be
graded as 11 for its fine food, innovative kitchen, use of the great spices available in Indochina (former
French colonies of Cambodia, Laos
and Vietnam). We enjoyed every
course served and I must say that
although a chef patron restaurant,
the check was low for such upmarket food. Chef Didier Corlou is also
the owner of La Verticale, which I
am sure is also very good although I
did not have a chance to visit.
Press Club – 59 A Ly Thai To St., Hanoi – S. R. Vietnam – (homgepage:
please click here). This more upper
class restaurant
has
impressive
interiors and very
good western cuisine, which one
(from the west
of course) sometimes
misses
when away from
home. This restaurant is a good
place to talk business.
Spices Garden
Restaurant – located within the
Sofitel Metropole
hotel (homgepage: please click
here) serves –
“Vietnamese culinary
tradition
GET PDF

Temple in Hanoi

redefined with French flair”. Great
food and scenery and one I would
recommend, rating it 10 on my scale.
Due to lack of time, I was not able
to experience more but I am certain
that this city has many more culinary
delights to offer.
I urge all of you to send me recommendations so we can share our good
(and bad) experiences of business travels around the world and give each other travel tips.
I really hope to return to Hanoi and
Vietnam and experience more of this
country in the very near future.
I look forward to hearing from you

soon and eagerly await your reviews
and recommendations for any places
you have found either good or bad on
our marvellous planet.
Ady

GGI member firm
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Enchantment: The
Art of Changing Hearts,
Minds, and Actions
Enchantment, as defined by best-selling business guru Guy Kawasaki, is not
about manipulating people. It transforms
situations and relationships. It converts
hostility into civility and civility into affinity. It changes skeptics and cynics into believers and the undecided into the loyal.
Enchantment can happen during a retail transaction, a high-level corporate negotiation or a Facebook update. And when
done right, it’s more powerful than traditional persuasion, influence or marketing
techniques. Kawasaki argues that in business and personal interactions, your goal
is not merely to get what you want, but to
bring about a voluntary, enduring and delightful change in other people. By enlisting their own goals and desires, by being
likable and trustworthy, and by framing a
cause that others can embrace, you can
change hearts, minds and actions.
Enchantment explains all the tactics
you need to prepare and launch an enchantment campaign; to get the most
from both push and pull technologies;
and to enchant your customers, your employees and even your boss. Kawasaki’s
lessons are drawn from his tenure at one
CONTENT

Conferences and events
What: Auditing Major Projects and
Change Programmes
Where: London, UK
When: 17-19 October 2011
Brief description: Many high profile project disasters turn out to have had risk
management and governance procedures in place that typify accepted practice. These standard controls were notstrong enough to provide control. This
course looks at why those controls sometimes fail, including in-depth coverage
of the human behaviour that is so often

What: International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
Where: Dubai, UAE
When: 10-11 November 2011
Brief description: A 4-day financial
training program providing you with a
of the most enchanting organizations of
all time, Apple, as well as his decades of
experience as an entrepreneur and venture capitalist.
Enchantment: The Art of
Changing Hearts, Minds, and Actions
By Guy Kawasaki
ISBN-13:978 159 1843 795
Link to amazon.com
GET PDF

What: Annual Conference on European
Direct Taxation Law 2011
Where: Trier, Germany
When: 23-24 November 2011
Brief description: The aim of this annual conference is to provide participants

the cause ofour difficulties. It goes on to
examine the early clues that should alert
auditors to problems ahead and gives
suggestions on how to test objectively things that often seem to be matters
of conflicting opinion.A special feature
of this course is the stress on controls
strong enough to be effective in high
pressure change.

More information

completely up to date practical analysis
of the complex requirements of international financial reporting standards.

More information

with a detailed overview of the most
recent developments in European law
concerning direct taxation.

More information
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See you at
the GGI North
American
and World
Conferences

Toronto,
Canada,
25-30 October
2011
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If you wish to be removed from
the mailing list, send an email to
info@ggi.com. Let us know what you
think about INSIDER. We welcome your
feedback.

Disclaimer
The information provided in this INSIDER came from reliable sources and
was prepared from data assumed to be
correct; however, we neither accept liability for nor are we able to guarantee the
content.
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